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“Is this woman here?”

Gong Qianqiu discovered the first lady of Shentianjian among the Xuanming
aliens.

That is Dugu Tuo’s wife!

Gong Qianqiu heard from the master that Dugu Tuo’s wife was amazing back then,
and she was looted by many people!

Known as the first lady!

In the end, it was taken by Dugu Tuo.
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And she had heard a story.

It seems that there was a powerful alien in the past, and there was a woman who
was particularly powerful. No matter her appearance or strength, she was
absolutely superb!

But then this alien race was directly exterminated by the Demon Suppression
Division!

This woman is also dead!
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“It seems that the first lady is the remnant of an alien race!”

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


Gong Qianqiu muttered to himself.

She guessed that the two were actually the same person.

That alien race was not completely wiped out, but someone survived.

This first lady is!

The first lady is active in the Xuanming alien race, so obviously this is a person
from the alien race!

Gong Qianqiu became more and more certain.

After going deep into the Xuanming alien race, he found a place where a group of
people was protecting it.

There are relatively large energy fluctuations inside.
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It’s like someone is cultivating.

Gong Qianqiu immediately sneaked into it.

Sure enough, there are tricks!

“Huh? That’s… the five elements of spiritual roots and bones?”

Gong Qianqiu made another major discovery.

She actually found the five elements of spiritual root spirit bones here.

Someone is cultivating, and the five elements of spiritual roots and bones are
really strong, and the surrounding spiritual energy is madly gathering here.

Of course, the Xuanming aliens used great supernatural powers to isolate the
breath.

But this is not difficult for Gong Qianqiu.

Gong Qianqiu quickly saw who the person with the Five Elements Spiritual Roots
was…

Although this person rarely shows up, she knows who he is…



Son of Dugu Tuo – Dugu Xiao!

This person is also incomparably talented, perhaps a little stronger than the
Eight Great Talents of Shentianjian.

However, his back root was injured and reduced to waste.

Over the years, I have been looking for a suitable spiritual root and bone to
transplant.

I never thought that I would meet the five elements of the five elements of
Azure Dragon (Azure Dragon (Qinglong))’s spiritual bones.

It’s just that Duguxiao’s affairs are secret.

Almost everyone in the town magic department does not know.

That is, Gong Qianqiu knows the world and has the most complete information.

Otherwise, she wouldn’t even know about the existence of Duguxiao!

After all, he had never appeared in front of everyone in the Demon Suppression
Division!

Hahaha……

It turns out that the root bones of Levi Garrison’s brothers were transplanted by
them!

Right!

All right!

It turns out that the people behind the Xuanming Alien Race are Dugu Tuo and
his son!

They are also the ones who transplanted the five elements of spiritual roots and
bones!

No wonder Dugu Tuo is so familiar with everything outside.

It turned out that he already had everything under control.

Duguxiao is now incomparably powerful, and fits perfectly with the Five
Elements Spiritual Root Spirit Bone!

The Five Elements Spiritual Roots and Spiritual Bones have been brought into full
play!



His current strength is almost the same as Dugu Tuo.

Looking at the entire Town Demon Division, it is a well-deserved first genius!

Duguxiao, who has five elements of spiritual roots and bones, is very powerful,
but it is not worth mentioning compared to today’s Gong Qianqiu.

Gong Qianqiu not only stepped on all Tianjiao of Zhenmo Division under his feet!

He even stepped on people like Dugu Tuo!

But none of this matters!

The most important thing is that she knows where the Xuanming aliens are, and
she also knows the whereabouts of the five elements.

There will be a good show next.

As long as she tells Levi Garrison, then the target will be completely shifted.

Levi Garrison killed the Xuanming alien with absolute anger.

Even the Zhen Mosi will kill the Xuanming aliens.

It’s time for chaos!

Buy her more time.

She can even take advantage of the fisherman!

Gong Qianqiu really wanted to laugh wildly.

God is really on her side!

Luck is always here!

Although there were twists and turns, she was safe all the way!

At this critical moment, she accidentally discovered the existence of the
Xuanming alien race and the biggest secret of the Shentianjian.

Isn’t it all good for you?

If you expose it yourself.

Then you can buy more time for yourself and let yourself grow faster.



At that time, Levi Garrison was no longer her opponent!

Waiting for them to react and then deal with their own words, it will be too late!

After knowing this big secret, the situation changed directly.

Become beneficial to Miya Chiaki!

Gong Qianqiu did not stay much, but left with Yufeng Tiansi.

No one knew she had been there.

No one knew that Yufeng Tiansi was gone, and no one knew that all the magic
medicines in the Tianyi Supervisor had disappeared.

This will be a stroke that will change the pattern of the Town Demon Division!

Come to the mass grave.

“Master Bone, I’ll give you a present…”

Gong Qianqiu threw Yufeng Tiansi on the ground.

The bone master was shocked.

“What? Is this Yufeng Tiansi?”

Master Bone was so shocked that he couldn’t close his mouth.

“And you have grown to this point???”

“How long have we not seen each other?”

When Master Bone saw Gong Qianqiu, his eyes flew out of shock.

I used to think that Gong Qianqiu was a very powerful existence.

But at this moment, she has a feeling of panic and power!

Almost integrated with the whole world!

She is the sky, she is the feeling of the earth.

There was a rolling pressure on her.

Stronger than everyone the Bone Master has ever met!



When Yufeng Tiansi saw the old acquaintance, his face was pale and his body
trembled.

But compared to what he had just experienced, he was relieved.

Bone masters are nothing.

“Yufengtiansi didn’t think about it, right? We’re going to destroy Zhenmosi
soon!”

The bone master laughed.

Because, at that time, he followed the evil way of medicine and was expelled by
Yufeng Tiansi.

This breath is finally about to vent.

“Come on, kill me!”

Yufeng Tiansi lay down directly.

He was powerless to stop it, and could only go with the flow.

“I’ll swallow it first…”

Gong Qianqiu devoured all Yufeng Tiansi’s skills.

“give it to you!”

Gong Qianqiu threw Yufeng Tiansi to Master Bone.

Master Bone will torture Yufeng Tiansi next…
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